The initiation of eye formation in all seeing animals is controlled by a group of selector genes that together forms the retinal determination cascade. In Drosophila, mice and humans, loss-of-function mutations lead to defects in eye and/or head development. While ectopic expression of these genes is sufficient to direct non-retinal tissues towards an eye fate, the ability of each gene to initiate eye formation is neither unlimited nor equal. A particularly enigmatic observation has been that one member of the cascade, sine oculis (so), which is a member of the SIX family of homeobox transcription factors, is unable to initiate eye development in non-retinal tissues. It is in contrast to every other retinal determination gene including optix, another Six family member, which can induce eye formation when expressed on its own. Here we demonstrate that, in contrast to published reports, expression of so on its own is sufficient to induce eye development within non-retinal tissues. We have extended results from prior reports on binding partner selectivity and DNA binding sites by conducting a structure/function analysis of the SO and OPTIX proteins. Here we demonstrate that the SIX domains and C-terminal portions of the SO and OPTIX proteins are required for functional specificity of SIX class transcription factors while the homeodomain of these proteins are interchangeable. Taken together, these results shed new light on the role that so plays in eye specification.
Introduction
The ability to specify the fate of specialized tissues and organs is a fundamental requirement of all metazoans and involves the use of specialized networks of selector genes. A well-studied example is the developing compound eye of the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster, which is controlled by the concerted activity of eight genes that comprise the eye specification or retinal determination cascade. These genes include eyeless (ey), twin of eyeless (toy), eyegone (eyg), twin of eyegone (toe), sine oculis (so), optix, eyes absent (eya) and dachshund (dac) (Bonini et al., 1993; Cheyette et al., 1994; Czerny et al., 1999; Jang et al., 2003; Mardon et al., 1994; Quiring et al., 1994; Seimiya and Gehring, 2000; Serikaku and O'Tousa, 1994) . These genes have a special role during eye development in flies as witnessed by the complete absence of eye tissue in loss-of-function mutants and the redirection of nonretinal tissues towards an eye fate in forced expression experiments (Bonini et al., 1997; Czerny et al., 1999; Halder et al., 1995; Seimiya and Gehring, 2000; Shen and Mardon, 1997; Yao and Sun, 2005) . It should be noted that loss-offunctions do not exist for all eight genes (optix and toe) and their place in the retinal determination cascade is based mainly on their expression pattern and ability to induce ectopic eye development. Two additional genes that play key roles in eye specification are teashirt (tsh) and homothorax (hth). Loss of either gene leads to defects in retinal specification while ectopic expression of tsh can, in limited circumstances, induce eye formation (Bessa and Casares, 2005; Bessa et al., 2002; Pai et al., 1998; Pan and Rubin, 1998; Pichaud and Casares, 2000; Singh et al., 2002) . These genes are thought to have multiple roles in retinal development. Early on, both genes are thought to function with ey to promote eye specification followed by a switch in activity in which eye development is repressed at later stages (Bessa and Casares, 2005; Bessa et al., 2002; Singh et al., 2002) . Developmental Biology 303 (2007) 756 -771 www.elsevier.com/locate/ydbio
Within the mammalian eye, homologous genes are expressed and loss-of-function mutations often lead to head and retinal defects in mouse model systems and human patients (Azuma et al., 2000; Gallardo et al., 1999; Glaser et al., 1994; Hill et al., 1991; Klesert et al., 2000; Pasquier et al., 2000; Sarkar et al., 2000; Wallis et al., 1999; Winchester et al., 1999; Xu et al., 1997) . As seen in flies, forced expression invertebrates can lead to the formation of ectopic eyes (Altmann et al., 1997; Chow et al., 1999; Hanson, 2001; Loosli et al., 1999; Onuma et al., 2002; Traboulsi, 1998; Zuber et al., 2003) . Excitingly, the introduction of mouse Pax6 and Eya2 into files is sufficient to induce ectopic retinal development in a variety of imaginal discs and to restore eye development to flies harboring loss-of-function mutations (Bonini et al., 1997; Halder et al., 1995) . These experiments have also worked in the reciprocal manner in which fly eyeless mRNA has been introduced into Xenopus and ectopic eyes have been induced (Onuma et al., 2002) .
While the retinal determination genes may govern the earliest decisions in eye formation, the ability of each gene to direct the initiation of eye development is neither equal nor unlimited. For example, ey is the most potent initiator of retinal development; ectopic expression of ey can transform the fates of most post-embryonic tissues including the antenna, legs, wings and halteres (Halder et al., 1995) . At the other extreme lies so, which reportedly cannot initiate eye development on its own in any tissue (Chen et al., 1997; Pignoni et al., 1997) . The abilities of the remaining retinal determination genes reside somewhere between these two extremes and are limited to varying degrees. For instance, eya, on its own, can direct eye development at a relatively low frequency when compared to ey just within the antenna and leg imaginal discs (Bonini et al., 1997; Yao and Sun, 2005) . Interestingly, EYA forms a biochemical complex with SO in vitro and forced co-expression of these two genes results in a synergistic increase in the frequency and size of ectopic eyes (Pignoni et al., 1997; Seimiya and Gehring, 2000) . The current model is that SO can bind to DNA through its homeodomain and EYA, not having DNA binding properties of its own, binds to SO and serves as a transcriptional co-activator for downstream target genes (Pignoni et al., 1997) . The recent demonstration that EYA is a protein tyrosine phosphatase (Li et al., 2003; Rayapureddi et al., 2003; Tootle et al., 2003) provides an attractive mechanism in which EYA regulates SO phosphorylation states during eye development and this may be mechanistically important for eye specification. Equally feasible is for EYA to work on additional target proteins. The identification of EYA substrates will be important in distinguishing among these possibilities.
The inability of so to initiate eye development on its own is intriguing, in part, because this deficiency appears to be specific to this retinal determination gene. In Drosophila, there are three members of the SIX family of homeobox transcription factors: so, optix and DSix4 (Cheyette et al., 1994; Kawakami et al., 2000; Seimiya and Gehring, 2000; Seo et al., 1999; Serikaku and O'Tousa, 1994) . Although so lacks the ability to induce eye formation, expression of optix is sufficient to initiate retinal development in the antennal disc (Seimiya and Gehring, 2000) . The apparent differences in initiating eye development in nonretinal tissues suggest that these genes may also play very distinct roles in normal eye development, a view which is supported, in part, by differences in the expression patterns of so and optix in the developing eye imaginal disc; optix expression is restricted to cells ahead of the morphogenetic furrow while so is expressed throughout the eye field (Cheyette et al., 1994; Seimiya and Gehring, 2000; Serikaku and O'Tousa, 1994) . Dsix4 is not expressed in the retina and is therefore not thought to play a role in eye formation but instead functions in muscle and gonad development (Kirby et al., 2001) .
As with all SIX class transcription factors, SO and OPTIX each contain a homeodomain (HD) for DNA binding. Recently, a consensus binding site for SO has been identified and a genome-wide search has uncovered an auto-regulatory loop in which SO protein binds to an enhancer element within the so gene itself (Pauli et al., 2005) . Additionally, among genes that are already known to function in eye development, SO binding sites are present within the eyeless (ey), lozenge (lz) and hedgehog (hh) genes (Pauli et al., 2005; Yan et al., 2003) . These reports serve to link so to genes that promote eye specification ahead of the morphogenetic furrow (so, ey) and to those that participate in cell fate decisions behind the furrow (Pauli et al., 2005; Yan et al., 2003) . Additionally, so is also linked to regulating signaling pathways that communicate instructions across the furrow (Pauli et al., 2005) . Studies of the mammalian Six1, Six2, Six4 and Six5 genes, which represent two of the three Six subfamilies, have revealed similar binding properties for each of the encoded transcription factors (Harris et al., 2000; Kawakami et al., 1996a,b; SuzukiYagawa et al., 1992) . While binding sites for optix and the mammalian Six3 and Six6 homologs are yet to be identified, it is possible that they will also be similar to that of the other family members. This would suggest that the specificity in activity lies elsewhere in the protein, most likely within the protein interaction domain.
SO and OPTIX are also characterized as having a SIXdomain (SD) for protein-protein interactions. Recent identifications of binding partners have provided an attractive biological basis that may explain differences in the functions of SIX family members. For example, the transcriptional corepressor GROUCHO (GRO) binds both SO and OPTIX (Kenyon et al., 2005a; Silver et al., 2003) . On the other hand, EYA and the novel protein SBP (SO binding protein) interacts strongly with SO (EYA binds very weakly to OPTIX) while the zinc finger containing protein OBP (OPTIX Binding Protein) binds preferentially to OPTIX (Kenyon et al., 2005a; Pignoni et al., 1997; Seimiya and Gehring, 2000) . Understanding the biological consequences of the differences in binding partner selection will be a key step towards elucidating how SIX class transcription factors differ functionally.
In this report, we have set out to answer two questions. First, what is the biological basis for the limitations in inducing ectopic eye formation by SO and OPTIX? In other words, what restricts the initiation of ectopic eye development by OPTIX to the antenna and why is SO completely incapable of inducing eye formation? Using a set of GAL4 driver lines, we demonstrate that the expression of so, on its own, is sufficient to initiate eye development in non-retinal tissues. We further show that expression of so induces the expression of two other retinal determination genes eya and dac. And finally, we will present evidence that only a subset of cells expressing so, eya and dac can be coaxed into adopting a retinal fate. Our second question focused on which regions of the SIX proteins mediate functional differences in the roles that SO and OPTIX play during normal eye development? We followed up on published reports of binding partner specificity and DNA binding target sequences with functional tests for the support of normal eye development and the induction of ectopic eyes in non-retinal tissues. Using a set of SO deletion and SO/OPTIX chimeric proteins, we demonstrate that the SIX and C-terminal regions of the proteins confer specificity while the homeodomains are likely to bind to common target genes and are to some degree interchangeable. We believe that these findings shed new light on the role that so plays in eye specification.
Experimental procedures

Fly stocks
The following fly stocks were obtained for the experiments performed in this report: ey-GAL4 (gift of Walter Gehring), dpp-GAL4 (gift of Janice Fischer), GMR-GAL4 (gift of Lucy Cherbas), Bloomington Stock Center GAL4 collection v05.06.29, UAS-GFP, sev-GAL4, optix[P]/CyO (Bloomington Stock Center).
Microscopy
The following reagents were used in this report: mouse anti-DACHSHUND (1:5, DSHB), mouse anti-EYES ABSENT (1:5, DSHB); mouse anti-ELAV (DSHB); goat anti-mouse TRITC (1:100, Jackson Laboratories), goat antimouse FITC (1:100, Jackson Laboratories); goat anti-rat FITC (1:100, Jackson Laboratories); goat anti-rat TRITC (1:100, Jackson Laboratories); and phalloidin-TRITC (1:100, Molecular Probes). Third instar imaginal discs were prepared for confocal microscopy by dissection in phosphate buffer, fixation in 4% formaldehyde and immunohistochemistry with the above listed primary and secondary antibodies. Adult compound eyes were prepared for scanning electron microscopy by dehydration through an ethanol gradient series followed by an ethanol-HMDS gradient series. Whole adult flies were viewed and photographed with a Zeiss Discovery light microscope.
Induction of ectopic eyes
UAS-so and UAS-optix responder lines were crossed to 219 GAL4 lines (25°C) that comprise the Bloomington Stock Center GAL4 Collection v05.06.29. Each line drives expression of a target gene in a unique spatial and temporal pattern. The adult F1 progeny were scored for the presence of ectopic eye development using a light microscope. The results are presented in Table 1 and Figs. 1 and 2. UAS-so deletion and UAS-so/optix chimeric responder lines were crossed to the subset of GAL4 lines that generated ectopic eyes with the full-length constructs. These results are presented in Figs. 3 and 4. A minimum of 5 deletion and chimeric responder lines were obtained and tested for each construct.
Generation of UAS lines
We used PCR and the Gateway Cloning System from Invitrogen to clone full-length so and optix coding sequences into the pUAST expression vector. Similar methods were used to generate molecules that encoded SO deletion variants and SO-OPTIX chimeric proteins. The limits of each domain were obtained from published reports (Pignoni et al., 1997; Seimiya and Gehring, 2000) . The SO protein deletions are as follows: the SO ΔNT protein contains amino acids 98-417, the SO ΔSD protein contains amino acids 1-97 fused to 218-277, the SO ΔHD protein contains amino acids 1-217 fused to 278-417 and the SO ΔCT contains amino acids 1-277. The SO-OPTIX chimeric proteins are as follows: the SO-OPTIX NT chimera contains amino acids 1-36 of OPTIX fused to amino acids 98-217 of SO, the SO-OPTIX SD chimera was generated by replacing the SD of SO with amino acids 37-153 from OPTIX, the SO-OPTIX HD chimera was generated by replacing the HD of SO with amino acids 154-214 of OPTIX, the SO-OPTIX CT chimera contains amino acids 1-277 of SO fused to amino acids 215-488 of OPTIX. All wild-type, deletion variants and chimeric proteins are depicted in Fig. 3 . Detailed steps of the cloning procedures and all primer sequences are available upon request. Germline transformants were generated and genetically mapped using standard methods (Ashburner et al., 2005) .
Results
SO initiates eye formation within the developing antenna
A key step in the initiation of eye development is thought to be the formation of the SO-EYA heterodimer. The SO-EYA complex influences eye specification by binding to DNA target sequences through the HD of so and activating transcription through the EYA1 domain of eyes absent. The formation of the heterodimer is supported by in vitro binding assays and in vivo expression studies in which so cannot induce eye formation on its own but will synergize with eya to generate ectopic eyes in non-retinal tissues. Interestingly, eya is capable of supporting eye development on its own at low frequencies in the antennal disc. How eya initiates eye development without its obligate binding partner remains enigmatic. One possible scenario is that both SO and EYA independently interact with additional nuclear factors to induce eye formation. Recently, a yeast two-hybrid screen identified Sine oculis binding protein (Sbp) as a putative binding partner (Kenyon et al., 2005a) . It contains a proline-rich region, which has been implicated in GAL4 expression patterns that yield ectopic eyes when optix is expressed dpp-GAL4 (antenna; Shen and Mardon, 1997) rn-GAL4 (wing, haltere) cb49-GAL4 (antenna, ventral head) c309-GAL4 (antenna, ventral head) c253-GAL4 (antenna) transcriptional activation thus raising the possibility that so can activate transcription independently of eya.
A prediction of this scenario is that so may, in fact, be capable of inducing eye development on its own (without the co-expression of eya). We set out to test this prediction by using the UAS/GAL4 system to forcibly express so in different spatial and temporal patterns within the developing fly. A UAS-so responder line was crossed to 219 unique GAL4 driver lines. In contrast to prior published results, we identified 4 instances in which the expression of so is sufficient to initiate eye development (Table 1) . In each instance, ectopic eyes were observed on either the adult antenna or the ventral portion of the head (Figs. 1A-C, E, M, Q). An examination of the developing eye-antennal discs demonstrated that the GAL4 drivers in question are expressed, as expected, within the regions of the antennal disc that give rise to the head cuticle and the antenna proper (Figs. 1D, L, P; c253-GAL4 data not shown). It should be noted here that the ectopic eyes are located in regions of the ) cb41-GAL4/UAS-so, the yellow arrow marks the ectopic eye. (C) cb49-GAL4/UAS-optix, the yellow arrow marks the ectopic eye on the ventral portion of the head. (D) cb41-GAL4/UAS-GFP, the GAL4 line drives expression within the developing eye, ocelli and a large portion of the antenna. (E) cb41-GAL4/UAS-so, ELAV expression marks the ectopic eye within the antennal disc. (F) cb41-GAL4/UAS-so, ELAVand EYA are distributed in subsets of cells within the cb41 expression pattern. (G) cb41-GAL4/UAS-so, DAC is also distributed in a smaller subdomain of the cb41 expression pattern. (H) cb41-GAL4/ UAS-ey, expression of ey has a minimal effect on EYA distribution and no ectopic eyes are specified. (I) cb41-GAL4/UAS-ey, dac expression is not initiated by the expression of ey in this expression domain. (J-K) cb41-GAL4/UAS-toy, expression of toy is insufficient to induce either eya, dac or elav expression. (L) dpp-GAL4/ UAS-GFP, GFP is distributed along the posterior-lateral margins of the eye disc and in a sector of the ventral antennal disc. (M) dpp-GAL4/UAS-ey, expression of ey is sufficient to induce ectopic eyes. (N-O) dpp-GAL4/UAS-so, expression of so induces the expression of eya, dac and induces eye formation in the antenna. (P) cb49-GAL4/UAS-GFP, expression of the GAL4 line is restricted to the distal most regions of the antennal disc. (Q-S) cb49-GAL4/UAS-so, note the ectopic photoreceptors are located at a distance from the cells that express GAL4. Genotypes are listed at the top right of each panel. Visualized molecules are in the top right of each panel. Anterior is to the right.
antennal disc that normally do not express eya suggesting that the induction of retinal tissue is not the result of simply handing SO protein its binding partner (data not shown). This suggests that the expression of so is sufficient to initiate the eye specification cascade and redirect non-retinal tissues towards an eye fate. However, the ability of so to induce eye formation is limited. We were only able to induce ectopic eyes within the antenna and head cuticle. Furthermore, even within the antennal disc, we observed several instances in which only small subsets of cells that express so are actually transformed into photoreceptors (Figs. 1D and E; compare GFP and ELAV distribution profiles).
It should be noted that expression of so via the dpp-GAL4 driver is also able to induce ectopic eyes. This is interesting because prior use of this driver by other groups with UAS-so failed to show ectopic eye formation. We observe ectopic photoreceptors and eye specification gene markers in the antennal disc but not ectopic ommatidia in the adult. The ommatida seen in the antennal disc are small and may be eliminated during later stages of development. It is possible that earlier efforts by other groups focused on adult tissues, a time point that may be too late to see the ectopic eyes.
If eye development can be induced in antennal tissue in response to the individual expression of so, then what role does eya play in this process? In order to address this question, we examined the expression pattern of eya that results in response to the forced expression of so. EYA protein was detected in the ectopic retinal tissue (Figs. 1F, N, R) suggesting that so is able to activate its expression. It is not clear if this regulation occurs through a direct interaction or through one of the many feedback loops that have been documented for the retinal determination pathway. We compared the expression of eya to the size of the ectopic eye and observed that EYA protein is distributed in a broader pattern than ELAV (Figs. 1F, N) . In summary, the distribution of the three proteins can be written as SO > EYA > ELAV. A comparison of the expression of dac, a downstream target of both so and eya reveals a similar pattern. DAC protein is present in more cells than ELAV but is still in only a smaller subset of cells that contain SO protein (Figs. 1G, O, S). Two possible scenarios can account for these results. In one scenario, so requires factors that are necessary to activate eya and dac and these factors may be only expressed in a subset of cells that ectopically express so. Additional factors may be then required to further commit cells towards a retinal fate (assayed by ELAV distribution) and these factors are expressed in an even more restricted pattern; thus, only a small number of cells become bona fide retinal neurons. A second scenario envisions a set of negative factors that block so from inducing ectopic eyes. An expectation is that these factors would be expressed throughout the antennal disc except in the few cells that can be transformed into retinal tissue. More sophisticated technologies such as laser capture microscopy coupled to DNA microarrays may provide opportunities to discriminate between the two models. It is also possible to envision a scenario in which a combination of both models may have to taken into account.
RD genes are not equal in their ability to induce ectopic eyes
Since the retinal determination genes are not equal in their ability to induce eye formation, we were interested in determining the ability of the other members to induce ectopic eyes when expressed with the same GAL4 drivers that gave ectopic eyes with so. We focused our efforts on the two Pax6 homologs ey and toy whose encoded proteins (1) sit atop the eye specification network; (2) are the most potent inducers of ectopic eye formation; and (3) are known to bind regulatory elements within the so gene and induce its expression. Surprisingly, in three of four instances in which expression of so produces ectopic eyes in the antenna, expression of either of these two genes was insufficient to induce retinal fates. We looked at how cells expressing ey or toy regulate other downstream targets within these GAL4 expression patterns. For example, in response to the expression of the Pax6 homologs, cells within the cb41-GAL4 expression pattern turn on eya and dac weakly or not at all (Figs. 1H-K compare to Figs. 1D-G). Similar results are obtained for the cb49-GAL4 and sd-GAL4 (data not shown). The absence (or extremely low levels) of expression of these two genes is likely, in part, to be the underlying reason for the absence of ectopic eyes. Since so but not upstream regulators such as ey and toy can induce ectopic eyes in regions of the antenna (i.e., cb41-GAL4 expression pattern in Fig. 1D ), we postulate that there are yet to be identified factor(s) that lie between the Pax6 homologs ey and toy and their downstream target so (Fig. 8A) . A prediction of this model is that within the antenna there are at least three groups of cells (each corresponding to a location that can be converted into retinal cells in response to so but not ey and toy) in which these putative factors are absent. Such factors may be present in other tissues as well since we have made similar observations in other tissues (data not shown; C. Salzer and J. Kumar unpublished). Any such factor(s) would also be predicted to be present in cells in which all three genes (ey, Fig. 3 . Schematic diagrams of SO deletion and SO/OPTIX chimeric proteins along with summary of rescue and overexpression assays. Individual domains of SO and OPTIX proteins were determined from published reports. All deletions and chimeric proteins were used in ectopic eye experiments (Fig. 4) , so mutant rescue experiments (Figs. 5 and 6) and overexpression experiments (Fig. 7) . Results from these figures are shown in tabular form.
toy and so) can induce ectopic eyes. While we have not identified these potential new genes, we have identified cells within the antennal dpp-GAL4 expression pattern that can be transformed into photoreceptor cells by ey, toy and so (Figs. 1L-O; dpp-GAL4/UAS-toy not shown). Interestingly, only a subset of cells within the dpp-GAL4 expression pattern is EYA and DAC positive and even a smaller subset of cells are transformed into photoreceptors (Figs. 1M-O) .
SO and OPTIX induce ectopic eyes in different regions of the fly
This ability of so to induce eye formation suggests that it might function similarly to optix (the other Six family member to function in eye development), which can induce retinal development within antennal cells of the dpp-GAL4 expression pattern (Seimiya and Gehring, 2000) . In order to determine how similar these genes are in regards to redirecting tissue fates, we used the 219 GAL4 drivers to independently express optix and induce ectopic eyes (Table 1 ). In addition to the four GAL4 lines that direct ectopic eye development through expression of so, we have identified four new GAL4 patterns in which optix can induce ectopic eyes (Table 1) . A comparison of these results indicates that of this combined set of GAL4 expression patterns only two (cb49-GAL4 and dpp-GAL4) contain cells that can be converted into retinal tissue by both so and optix. Each of the other expression patterns contain cells that can be transformed into photoreceptor neurons in response to either so or optix but not both (Table 1) . We also noted that the most common locations of the ectopic eyes are in the antenna and ventral head; both adult structures are derived from the antennal disc. Within the antennal disc, so and optix induce ectopic eyes in different locations of the antenna; two representative examples are provided in Figs. 2A-D . Outside of the antenna, ectopic eyes can be generated in the wings and halteres by optix (Table 1; Figs. 2E, G). In contrast, the ability of so to induce ectopic eyes appears restricted to the antennal disc and its adult derivatives (Table 1; Figs. 1A-C and 2E-F). What accounts for the differences between these Six family members? The obvious possibilities are that SO and OPTIX interact with different coactivator/repressor proteins, bind and activate different target genes or both. The former model is supported by yeast twohybrid assays that have identified proteins that are bound preferentially by either SO or OPTIX (Kenyon et al., 2005a,b) . The latter model has not been tested as the consensus binding sites for OPTIX have not been identified (Pauli et al., 2005) .
Induction of ectopic eyes with SO deletion and SO/OPTIX chimeric proteins
We were interested in extending our understanding of the functional differences that distinguish the activities of these two SIX family members during eye development. To this end, we have generated a series of SO deletion and SO/OPTIX chimeric proteins; each SO deletion protein is lacking individual or multiple protein domains and each SO/OPTIX chimeric protein contains single or multiple domain substitutions in which domains of SO are replaced by those from OPTIX (Fig. 3) . These deletion and chimeric proteins were first used to induce ectopic eyes and then later to rescue the no-eye phenotype of so loss-offunction mutants (Figs. 4-7) . The logic behind these experiments is simple: induction of ectopic eyes and/or rescue of retinal phenotypes by related deletion and chimeric proteins (i.e., same domain in both constructs) is predicted to indicate which domains are dispensable for SO activity. In contrast, a failure to induce eye development and/or rescue normal eye development by both protein types would identify essential domains. And finally, the induction and/or rescue of eye development by an SO/OPTIX chimeric protein but not its related SO deletion protein would indicate a domain that is not only essential for SO function but also one whose activity has been conserved in OPTIX. As we are now expressing deletion and chimeric proteins for the purpose of inducing ectopic eyes, we tested a minimum of 5 independent transformant lines in order to rule out the possibility that expression levels of any one given construct would effect the induction of ectopic eye development.
Our first attempt was to initiate eye development within the developing antenna with each of the SO deletion and SO/OPTIX chimeric proteins described in Fig. 3 with the intent of recapitulating the results of full-length SO and OPTIX. These proteins were expressed in the antenna using the cb41-GAL4, cb49-GAL4 and c309-GAL4 lines. We recovered ectopic eyes when we expressed the SO/OPTIX NT, CT and NT + CT chimeras within the antenna suggesting that these domains may have a conserved function in eye development (Figs. 3 and 4A-C). However, the SO ΔNT, SO ΔCT and SO ΔNT + CT deletion proteins were incapable of initiating eye formation (Fig. 3) . These domains share very limited sequence homologies; therefore, one possible explanation is that these Fig. 4 . Induction of ectopic eyes by SO/OPTIX chimeric proteins. (A-C) Light microscope images of whole adult flies. (A) cb41-GAL4/UAS-so/optix NT chimera, the arrow marks the location of the ectopic eye. The ectopic eye has partially merged with the normal compound eye. (B) cb41-GAL4/UAS-so/optix CT chimera, arrow marks the location of the ectopic eye. Note that the location is slightly different than that seen in panel A. (C) cb41-GAL4/UAS-so/optix NT CT chimera, the arrow marks the location of the ectopic eye. Note that in this case the ectopic eyes are very small in size compared with those depicted in panels A and B. Expressed proteins are listed at the top left of each panel. Anterior is to the right.
domains are required to merely stabilize SO. We think that this is unlikely since both domains appear to be completely dispensable during normal eye development (see below). Thus, any role(s) played by the N-and C-terminal domains appears to be restricted to ectopic eye development. This result is consistent with anecdotal evidence that suggests that some differences exist in the mechanisms underlying normal and ectopic eye development.
We also failed to recover ectopic eyes when we expressed proteins that (1) lacked either the SD and/or HD and (2) ; ey-GAL4/UAS-so, the compound eye is restored to near wild-type levels. (D) so 1 ; ey-GAL4/UASoptix, expression of optix is insufficient to rescue the so 1 mutant. (E) so 1 ; ey-GAL4/UAS-so ΔNT, rescue is similar to wild-type so. (F) so 1 ; ey-GAL4/UAS-so/optix NT chimera, rescue is similar to wild type. (G) so 1 ; ey-GAL4/UAS-so ΔSD, no rescue. (H) so 1 ; ey-GAL4/UAS-so/optix SD chimera, no rescue. (I) so 1 ; ey-GAL4/ UAS-so ΔHD, no rescue. (J) so 1 ; ey-GAL4/UAS-so/optix HD chimera, compound eye development is partially rescued. (K) so 1 ; ey-GAL4/UAS-so ΔCT, rescue is similar to wild type. (L) so 1 ; ey-GAL4/UAS-so/optix CT chimera, no rescue. (M) so 1 ; ey-GAL4/UAS-so ΔNT CT, rescue is similar to wild type. (N) so 1 ; ey-GAL4/ UAS-so/optix NT CT chimera, no rescue. (O) so 1 ; ey-GAL4/UAS-so/optix SD HD chimera, no rescue. Anterior is to the right. substituted these domains from SO with those from OPTIX ( Figs. 3 and 4) . The results from the deletion constructs are understandable because we removed either the DNA binding domain or the main protein-protein interaction domain. These proteins would not be expected to function like wild-type SO and support eye development. The results from the expression of SO/OPTIX SD, HD and SD+HD chimera are interesting because it suggests that the binding partner specificity and DNA target recognition properties of SO and OPTIX have diverged significantly. The identification of different in vitro binding partner specificities by Kenyon and co-workers are consistent with these functional results for the SIX domain. The results centered on the HD are even more interesting in light of the fact that the SO/OPTIX HD substitution can rescue the so 1 loss-offunction mutant (see below). This result further suggests that there may be real difference between the genetic contexts of normal and ectopic eye development. Identifying the biological basis that underlies these differences will certainly be important for understanding how SIX family members (along with other members of the eye specification cascade) are able to direct nonretinal tissues towards and eye fate.
Functional conservation between SO and OPTIX
We have used the SO deletion and SO/OPTIX chimeric proteins as a lever into further examining the functional relationship between the so and optix genes in normal eye development. We expressed each deletion and chimeric protein described in Fig. 3 within the ey-GAL4 expression domain (ahead of the morphogenetic furrow) of developing so 1 mutant eyes in an attempt to rescue the structural defects seen in adult eyes (Figs. 5A, B) . Expression of full-length SO protein (SO FL) restores the structure of the adult eye to near wild-type while full-length OPTIX cannot substitute and rescue the retinal defect of so 1 (Figs. 3 and 5C, D) . This result indicates that the function of SO and OPTIX have diverged significantly since the original duplication event and these proteins do not play redundant roles in normal eye specification.
We then set out to test the requirement and degree of functional conservation for each domain. Expression of proteins in which the N-terminal domain of SO was either deleted (SO ΔNT) or replaced by the N-terminal of OPTIX (SO/OPTIX NT) were sufficient to support eye development at the levels of wildtype SO suggesting that the N-terminal regions of the protein are not required for SO to initiate normal eye development (Figs. 3 and 5E, F) . A similar conclusion can be reached regarding the C-terminal tail of SO when we observed near complete structural rescue of the eye in so 1 flies that were expressing proteins in which either the C-terminal individually (SO ΔCT; Figs. 3 and 5K) or the N-and C-terminal regions together were deleted (SO ΔNT + CT; Figs. 3 and 5M ). In effect, this suggests that an SO protein containing just the core SIX and homeobox domains is fully functional. However, it should be noted that while the C-terminal tail is not required for normal SO function, replacement with the C-terminal tail of OPTIX (SO/OPTIX CT and SO/OPTIX NT + CT) appears to have an inhibitory effect and prevents the rescue of so 1 (Figs. 3 and 5L,  N ). An alignment of the SO and OPTIX C-terminal tails indicates that there is less than 10% amino acid similarity between these two regions. In contrast, an alignment of the Cterminal regions of OPTIX and the mammalian homologs SIX3 and SIX6 has revealed two regions of conservation that might represent new functional motifs (Fig. 8D) . These results are in sharp contrast to the N-terminal regions of SO and OPTIX which have little homolog to their mammalian counterpart sequences and appear to be completely dispensable and interchangeable. One possible explanation is that the C-terminal tail is a crucial element in individualizing the activities of these evolutionarily related proteins; possibly through the recruitment of additional binding partners (Fig. 8C) .
We then focused our examination at the protein-protein interaction and DNA binding domains. First, deletion or replacement of the SD regions (SO ΔSD and SO/OPTIX SD) rendered the modified SO proteins incapable of restoring eye development (Figs. 3 and 5G, H) . Since the SD regions of SIX proteins are involved in protein-protein interactions, these results suggest that the SD regions of SO and OPTIX bind to unique binding partners and this specificity in partner selection is crucial to the role that each protein plays in eye development. This assertion is supported by several lines of evidence that GMR-GAL4/UAS-so/optix NT chimera, note that the eye is slightly rough. The posterior edge of the eye has the severest roughening. (C) GMR-GAL4/UAS-so/optix SD chimera, note that the eye is wild type in its appearance. (D) GMR-GAL4/UAS-so/optix HD chimera, note that the eye is wild type in appearance. (E) GMR-GAL4/ UAS-so/optix CT chimera, note that the eye has a similar phenotype to that seen when wild-type optix is expressed (A). (F) GMR-GAL4/UAS-so/optix NT CT chimera, note that the eye has a similar phenotype to that seen when wild-type optix is expressed (A). Please note that the 3 instances in which the eye is severely altered (panels A, E, F) are the result of the expression of molecules that contain the C-terminal regions of the OPTIX protein. (G) GMR-GAL4/UAS-optix, note that there are no photoreceptor cells within this retinal section. Instead the eye is filled with pigment and bristle cells. Retinal sections of the eyes shown in panels E and F look identical to that shown here (data not shown).
includes genetic and in vitro biochemical experiments demonstrating an exclusive interaction between SO and the transcriptional co-activator EYA (Pignoni et al., 1997; Gehring, 2000, Kenyon et al., 2005a) . Additionally, yeast two hybrid assays using the SD domains of the Six proteins as baits have identified differing sets of putative binding partners for SO and OPTIX (Kenyon et al., 2005a) .
The homeodomains of SO and OPTIX are partially interchangeable
We then manipulated the homeodomain and, as expected, a protein lacking the HD of SO (SO ΔHD failed to rescue so 1 ; Figs. 3 and 5I) . Unexpectedly, expression of a protein in which the HD domain of SO was replaced with the HD of OPTIX (SO/ OPTIX HD) partially rescued so 1 (Figs. 3 and 5J) . We had previously isogenized our so 1 line and the no-eye phenotype is 100% penetrant; thus, the presence of ommatidia in the so 1 ; ey-GAL4/UAS-so/optix HD flies likely reflects a partial conservation in the DNA binding specificity of the SO and OPTIX homeodomains. We then expressed a protein in which both the SD and HD domains of SO were replaced with the corresponding domains of OPTIX but did not observe any restoration of eye development (Figs. 3 and 5O) . We conclude from this result that although SO and OPTIX are capable of binding to at least some common transcriptional targets, binding partner selection (which occurs through the SD domain) also plays a major role in distinguishing SO from OPTIX.
Inhibition of eye development in so D mutants
A key feature that distinguishes the activities of SIX transcription factors appears to be the selection of protein partners that are bound to the SIX domain (Kenyon et al., Fig. 8 . Models for SO and OPTIX activity and regulation during eye development in Drosophila. (A) A portion of the eye specification cascade is shown. Our results suggest that in certain areas of the antenna expression of so but not toy or ey is sufficient to induce ectopic eyes (despite TOY and EY proteins binding to the promoter of so). One possible model is that there are additional (and yet to be identified) players that reside genetically between the two Pax6 genes and so. (B) We observed (in limited circumstances) that expression of so could non-autonomously induce ectopic eyes. A similar effect has been documented in the eye disc when dpp is overexpressed ahead of the morphogenetic furrow. Dpp is expressed in the antennal disc. One potential model is that SO interacts with or regulates Dpp, which in turn can induce ectopic eyes non-autonomously. (C) Our results suggest that the C-terminal tail plays a role in eye development and our sequence analysis has indicated that there are regions of amino acid conservation. In one model these regions of OPTIX might be bound to additional co-factors and that this helps to modulate OPTIX activity. (D) A schematic diagram showing an alignment of the C-terminal regions of OPTIX, SIX3 and SIX6. The red blocks are regions of the highest conservation that might serve as potential protein-protein interaction domains.
2005a). A dominant-negative so allele (so D ) has been shown to contain a valine to aspartic acid substitution (V98D) within the SD (Roederer et al., 2005; Kenyon et al., 2005b) . Flies harboring a single copy of this mutation lack compound eyes while homozygous mutants die during embryogenesis (Roederer et al., 2005; Kenyon et al., 2005b) . The underlying biological basis of this phenotype is thought to be different than that of traditional loss-of-function mutants; in one scenario, the V98D amino acid substitution might alter the activity of SO by recruiting proteins that normally physically interact with OPTIX thus making the SO-D protein function more like OPTIX than SO (Kenyon et al., 2005b; Roederer et al., 2005) . This scenario is supported by experiments in which expression of the soV98D protein in an otherwise wild-type background deletes the compound eye in a manner that exactly phenocopies the extant so D mutant (Kenyon et al., 2005b) while expression of wild-type SO protein has no effect (Roederer et al., 2005) . We sought to test this model by expressing the SO/OPTIX SD chimera within the developing eye with both ey-GAL4 and GMR-GAL4 drivers. Since the HDs appear to be interchangeable (Figs. 3 and 5J) , the SO/OPTIX SD chimera is predicted to function just like so D (due to the replacement of the SO SIX domain with that of OPTIX). Interestingly, in both cases we did not observe any significant alteration in eye structure (data not shown). If the current model was correct, then we should have been able to phenocopy the so D mutant phenotype by expressing a protein that has the entire SIX domain of OPTIX substituted into SO. Since we did not obtain this result, we conclude that the dominant-negative phenotype of so D is not due to a switch in binding partner selection but is rather due to another yet to be determined mechanism. One plausible alternate mechanism might be that the V98D substitution results in a higher affinity of SO-D for EYA and/or other binding partners (when compared to the binding of SO to these factors), which in turn may hyperactivate the transcription of target genes. Such hyperactivation of target genes can result in eye loss, as the eye appears to be sensitive to the dosage of eye specification proteins. Overexpression of many eye specification genes such as optix, eyes absent, dachshund, eyegone and twin of eyegone within the developing eye results in moderate to severe retinal loss (J. Kumar unpublished data).
We extended our examination of the mechanism underlying SO-D activity by expressing each SO deletion and SO/OPTIX chimeric proteins throughout developing so D mutant retinas and then assaying the ability of each protein to rescue the structural defects. Expression of the wild-type SO protein partially rescued so D (150-200 ommatidia) while expression of OPTIX appeared to have no visible effect (Figs. 3 and 6A-C) , indicating that the effect of the SO-D protein can be titrated by an increase in the levels of wild-type SO and further supports an inhibitory role for OPTIX in normal eye development. We then expressed each of the deletion and chimeric proteins throughout the retinas of so D flies and observed a partial restoration of eye development (30-200 ommatidia) in the cases in which the SO ΔNT, SO/OPTIX NT and SO/OPTIX HD proteins were expressed (30-200 ommatidia; Figs. 3 and 6D-F) . Each of the four proteins that rescue the retinal phenotype of so D contained both the SD and C-terminal domains of SO. In contrast, deletions or chimeras that affected the SD or C-terminal regions were unable to restore normal eye development to so D retinas. The results taken together with the overexpression of the SO/OPTIX SD chimera (above) further implicate both the SIX domain and the C-terminal region in differentiating functional activities of SO and OPTIX. Furthermore, these results suggest that the mechanism by which SO-D blocks eye development may be more than simply functioning like its evolutionary cousin OPTIX.
The C-terminal of OPTIX inhibits eye development
We were particularly intrigued by the apparent incompatibility among the C-terminal tails of SO and OPTIX. Our results to date indicate that although the C-terminal is dispensable for normal SO protein function, the C-terminal of OPTIX cannot serve as a substitute. This led us to speculate that the C-terminal tail of OPTIX functions to inhibit eye development. In order to test this hypothesis, we expressed full-length SO, OPTIX and each chimeric protein described in Fig. 3 ahead and behind the morphogenetic furrow using ey-GAL4 (data not shown) and GMR-GAL4 drivers, respectively (Fig. 7) . Expression of SO in all cells posterior to the morphogenetic furrow (using GMR-GAL4) causes only a very slight roughening of the eye (data not shown). Likewise, distribution of the SO/OPTIX NT, SO-OPTIX SD and SO/OPTIX HD proteins in the same expression pattern appeared to have only a minor effect on the development and structure of the eye (Figs. 7B-D) . A common feature between full-length SO and these three chimeric proteins is that each contains the C-terminal from SO (Fig. 3) .
In contrast, expression of full-length OPTIX in all cells posterior to the morphogenetic furrow (using GMR-GAL4) results in a severely altered external surface and a complete loss of photoreceptor neurons (Figs. 7A, H; compare to Figs. 1A and 7G) . Interestingly, distribution of the SO/OPTIX CT and SO/ OPTIX NT + CT chimeras inhibited eye development to the same degree as full-length OPTIX (Figs. 7E, F) . A critical feature that is found in common to these three proteins is the presence of the C-terminal tail region of OPTIX (Fig. 3) . We obtained similar patterns when we expressed all full-length, deletion and chimeric proteins ahead of the furrow using an ey-GAL4 (data not shown). We have interpreted these results as further evidence that the OPTIX C-terminal tail does inhibit eye development. A comparison of the amino acid sequence of OPTIX and its mammalian homologs has revealed two regions of high conservation (Fig. 8D) . While it is not yet clear if these regions play a role in the inhibition, one can imagine a scenario (one of several) in which these domains interact with a transcriptional co-repressor to inhibit the activation of target genes. The identification of any such factors will be an important next step in furthering our understanding of how OPTIX functions in eye development. Furthermore, it will be interesting to determine if the other SIX family members recruit co-factors via their C-terminal tails also.
Since our analysis of optix overexpression suggested that it plays a role in normal eye development, we made retinal mosaic clones of a hypomorphic mutation that results from the insertion of a transposable element in the second intron of optix. Based on sequence analysis, there are no ORFs predicted to lie within this intron thus the P-element is likely to have disrupted a regulatory element of optix. An examination of retinal mosaic clones indicates a slight roughening in the structure of the eye and a slight disruption in eye specification (data not shown), furthering a potential role for optix in eye specification. These data suggest that this allele is a weak hypomorph and efforts to make a null allele are in progress.
The results that we have presented here indicate that SO, like each of the other retinal determination genes, is capable of initiating eye development. We have also demonstrated that the differences in the activities of SO and OPTIX are not due exclusively to the DNA binding domain. In fact, our findings suggest that there might be minimal differences in target gene activation and that the SD and C-terminal domains are crucial in establishing distinct functions for the members of the SIX family of homeobox transcription factors.
Discussion
The specification of the compound eye of Drosophila (and by extension the vertebrate eye) is a multi-step process in which a primordial tissue is directed towards an eye fate through a series of stepwise events. Prior work on eye specification has held that a critical step in this process involves the retinal determination proteins SO and EYA forming a physical transcriptional complex that goes on to promote retinal development by regulating the expression of downstream target genes (Pignoni et al., 1997) . Another key hypothesis is that SO and its evolutionary cousin OPTIX play distinct roles in eye development (Seimiya and Gehring, 2000) . This model was built upon several lines of evidence. First, unlike all retinal determination genes, so was seemingly incapable of inducing ectopic eyes when expressed individually. Second, co-expression of so and eya results in a synergistic increase in ectopic eye formation over levels seen with either so or eya alone. And finally, in vitro binding assays demonstrated a biochemical interaction between the SO and EYA (Pignoni et al., 1997) . Additional data indicate that optix and so are expressed in different patterns within the developing eye: optix expression is restricted to cells ahead of the morphogenetic furrow while so is transcribed both ahead and behind the furrow. Finally, expression of optix, on its own, is sufficient to induce eye formation and this effect does not require an interaction with eya (Seimiya and Gehring, 2000) . Together, these data suggest that the formation of the SO-EYA complex is a key step in eye development. They also suggest that SO and OPTIX regulate different aspects of eye specification. In this paper, we set out to (1) determine if so is indeed incapable of promoting eye formation on its own and to (2) conduct a structure/function analysis of the SO and OPTIX proteins in an effort to identify the molecular and biochemical mechanisms that are responsible for the differences in activity.
In order to address our first question, we used 219 GAL4 lines to express SO and OPTIX individually throughout developing tissues and we have been able to demonstrate that, in contrast to previous reports, the expression of so on its own is sufficient to initiate eye development in the antennal disc (Table  1, Figs. 1 and 2 ). The induction of ectopic eyes does not require the co-expression of eya as previously held since EYA protein is not normally distributed in the areas in which the ectopic eyes are generated (data not shown). However, it should be noted that transcription of eya (and the downstream retinal determination gene dac) is activated in response to so although it is not clear if this interaction is direct (Fig. 1) . One possible interpretation of our results is that the first step in eye development is the activation of so transcription by EY and TOY proteins. This is, in turn, followed by the activation of eya expression by SO. Subsequently, the SO-EYA complex is assembled and functions to promote eye specification by activating target gene transcription. It should be noted, however, that the expression of so is not always sufficient to induce eya transcription nor is the co-expression of so and eya sufficient in all circumstances to promote eye development. As we have shown, the expression of so induces eya expression in only a subset of antennal cells and only an even smaller subset of these cells are converted into retinal photoreceptor neurons (Fig. 1) . One explanation is that there are yet to be identified factors that mediate (1) the activation of eya by so and (2) the specification of retinal fates by the SO-EYA complex. These factors may be expressed within normal eye tissue and only in the small regions of nonretinal tissues in which ectopic eyes can be generated. The identification of such factors, if they exist, will be a key step towards gaining a greater appreciation of the how each step in eye specification is regulated.
Our survey has also shown that the induction of eye development by optix is not restricted to the antenna, as previously suggested, but can also occur within the wing (Table  1, Fig. 2 ). This result, along with those for so, clearly suggests that the SIX-type homeodomain proteins have a wider potential for inducing retinal development than has been previously described. A similar conclusion can be drawn for each of the remaining eye specification genes (C. Salzer and J. Kumar; manuscript in preparation). This is important since several reports have attempted to elucidate biological mechanisms for this restriction. For instance, it has been reported that the TGFβ signaling pathway functions within the eye specification pathway and might serve as a pre-requisite for the induction of ectopic eyes (Chen et al., 1999) . However, we observe that both so and optix can induce ectopic eyes in locations within the antenna that are not under the influence of this pathway. Thus, it is likely that the requirements for the induction of eye development are more complicated. A complete map of where and when eye formation can be induced within the fly will be useful in identifying the positive and inhibitory influences that regulate retinal specification.
A potentially important observation is that several regions of the antennal disc that are converted by so into retinal tissue are refractory to the activity of other retinal determination genes. For example, expression of either ey or toy via cb41-GAL4 is insufficient to induce ectopic eyes despite the fact that so can induce ectopic eyes in this expression zone and that EY and TOY proteins bind to regulatory regions within so and activates its transcription. Similar discrepancies were seen for each retinal determination gene in several imaginal discs (C. Salzer and J. Kumar; manuscript in preparation). We predict that additional factors will be required for each step in the eye specification pathway. One possible approach to identifying such factors would be to use laser capture microscopy (LCM) to isolate small groups of cells from which a molecular fingerprint can be determined through the use of DNA microarrays. It is likely that these types of approaches will reveal an increased level of complexity within the cascade.
In order to address our second interest, we created a series of SO deletion and SO/OPTIX chimeric proteins that along with full-length proteins (described in Fig. 3 ) were used to initiate eye formation in non-retinal tissues as well as to restore retinal development in so 1 loss-of-function and so D dominant-negative mutants (Figs. 4-7) . This structure/function approach allowed us to define potential differences between how two SIX-type homeodomain proteins function in eye development. Prior to this report, it was traditionally thought that the differences between these proteins could be solely attributed to either binding partner selection through the Six domain (SD) and/or transcriptional target selection through the homeodomain (HD). Our results confirmed that the SD, through exclusive binding partner selection, is crucial to distinguishing between the activities of SIX family members (Figs. 5 and 6 ). To our surprise, we have been able to also demonstrate that the Cterminal region of SIX proteins is important in conferring functional specificity (Figs. 6 and 7) . These regions do not share significant homology amongst different family members but do have regions of conservation within members of the same subfamily (Fig. 8C) . A potential model might include the modulation of OPTIX activity by the interaction of additional binding proteins at these amino acids. Since prior reports identifying OPTIX binding partners made exclusive use of the Six domain, good candidates for potential binding partners are not yet available. Their identification will be an important step towards a better understanding of the functional differences between the Six-type transcription factors.
Also surprising was the apparent functional conservation between the HDs of SO and OPTIX. A chimeric protein in which the HD of SO was replaced with the corresponding region of OPTIX (SO/OPTIX HD) was able to partially rescue the so 1 loss-of-function mutant. One potential explanation is that both SO and OPTIX proteins bind to a similar set of target genes. This hypothesis is supported by the fact that several of the mammalian SIX homologs have very similar binding sites are known to regulate several common targets. While the DNA binding sequence of OPTIX is not known, it is predicted to be very similar to the consensus sites that have been described for SO and the mammalian homologs. If SO and OPTIX proteins bind to common targets, then what confers functional specificity during eye development? The results presented here and those described by Kenyon and colleagues suggests that the answer likely resides within the Six and C-terminal domains.
In total, our results are consistent with a model in which both SIX-type homeodomain proteins SO and OPTIX are placed sufficiently high within the retinal determination cascade to initiate eye specification although they may promote eye development in distinct ways. Interestingly, the vertebrate SIX1 and SIX2 genes, orthologs of so, do not appear to function during early eye formation but instead play significant roles in muscle specification. This is in contrast to the SIX3 and SIX6 genes, homologs of optix, which have demonstrated roles in the early development and disease of the mammalian eye (Boucher et al., 2000; Kawakami et al., 2000; Ruf et al., 2004) . While the results presented here represent a step towards understanding the functional relationship between two SIX family members, further dissections of both insect and mammalian SIX proteins will be required to completely elucidate the biological basis that underlies the functional divergence of members of this family of transcription factors.
